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MORE THAN BOOKS THE FREEMAN-LOZIER LIBRARY NEWSLETTER Volume 20, Number 1 Winter 2016



Library Hours



Judging Books by Their Cover



MON - FRI SATURDAY SUNDAY



7:30 AM - 10:30 PM 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM



Phone Numbers So, when you walk into a bookstore, what is the first thing that you notice when looking for a new book? Is it the size of the book? Perhaps it is the title or author? Or (let us get real here), is it the cover of the book? I think you and I both know the answer to that question; the cover. We, as human beings, are very visual creatures. We make a significant number of decisions in our lives based off of visual cues: our mate, our meals, our clothes, and our home – all of these things we choose through our sight. However, the tradition in the academic library is to remove any coverings from a book. Why? Well, the old adage exists that we should never judge a book based on its cover, even though we almost always do; but, there is another reason, dust jackets increase the physical size of a book. I realize you might find that incredulous, considering how little space that must be to a collection, but trust me when I say that they do. You do not trust me? Then let me back this up with some facts. According to the article “Value added: book covers provide additional impetus for academic library patrons to check out books,” by Steven A. Knowlton and Lauren N. Hackert, dust jackets add an additional 2.5% to the footprint on the bookshelf, equaling a full book for every forty books and 25,000 titles for every million (2015, p. 113-114). If we were to do that to our entire collection, and our collection were made up of only hard-bound books with dust jackets, that would increase our collection by 1,705 books! Since the library is not increasing the shelf space available, we would need to remove some of the titles in order to make room for the increased girth. If we are going to lose out on shelf space, why even consider adding the book jackets? We want to see our patrons be interested in our materials and be willing to browse our collection. Unfortunately, removing the dust jacket, which contains information about the material, tends to make it difficult to really browse our collection. Therefore, we are enacting an experiment. If you have been to the library recently, you may have noticed a number of books on our study tables. These titles were chosen as they are appealing to both students and staff who enjoy fiction and engaging non-fiction. Some of these titles have a dust jacket, some do not, and some are paperback books. We are carefully tracking what titles get checked out in order to determine if including and protecting our book dust jackets is a worthwhile venture. Therefore, if you see a title on our tables that you want to take home; please take it home! We want to see our students utilizing their library to the fullest; including their leisure reading in-between their busy class routine. We have dedicated our library to offering materials for students at all stages of their education. See one of our knowledgeable circulation or reference staff for all of your information and leisure-reading needs. Knowlton, S. S., & Hackert, L. N. (2015). Value Added. Library Resources & Technical Services, 59(3), 112-119. Retrieved from http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx? direct=true&db=eue&AN=108503133&site=eds-live By: Jacob Lee, Technical Services Assistant
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MORE THAN BOOKS Net-Scope



If This Then That website Applet



“YOU CAN FIND RECIPES THAT EMAIL YOU WHEN RAIN IS EXPECTED IN THE FORECAST, OR THAT TURN YOUR LIGHTS



Shapeways http://www.shapeways.com/ Interested in 3-D printing but do not have access to a 3-D printer? Shapeways has you covered—using their service you can upload your designs, check them for printability, and get pricing on printing your item in a variety of materials, including aluminum, steel, plastic, and porcelain. You can also browse and purchase items that other users have made available for sale, including phone cases, keychains, jewelry, sculptures, dice, and model vehicles. A Soft Murmur http://asoftmurmur.com/ A Soft Murmur is an ambient sound generator and mixer that allows you to play different relaxing sounds (cricket song, rainfall, fire crackling, white noise, etc.) and edit the volume at which they are being played, allowing you to mix and match



according to your interests and what you are in the mood for. Games Done Quick https://gamesdonequick.com/ Games Done Quick is a series of charity video game marathons in which highly-skilled players attempt to beat video games in record times. In its brief existence, Games Done Quick has already raised over 8 million dollars for popular charities like Doctors Without Borders and the Prevent Cancer Foundation, and its complete archive of playthroughs is available from their YouTube page. If This Then That https://ifttt.com/ If This Then That (IFTTT) is a web service that stores user-made ‘recipes’ that allow for up to 2 of over 300 available web-connected services to communicate with one another,



creating ‘if-then’ statements that link the services together. For example, you can find recipes that email you when rain is expected in the forecast, or that turn your lights on automatically at home when dusk falls, or that mute your phone when you are at work. The possibilities are near-endless, and new recipes and connected services (IFTTT calls them ‘channels’) are being added regularly. Clash Audio Experiment https://clash.me/ Clash is an amusing little tool that allows users to convert Tweet-sized chunks of text into audio—the twist is that the audio is based on clips from popular songs, movies, television shows, and even from YouTube and speeches. Over 10,000 clips have been archived, and more are added every day.



ON AUTOMATICALLY AT HOME WHEN DUSK FALLS, OR



You Asked, We Listened...



THAT MUTE YOUR



Suggestion: I live in New York after finishing my last class at Bellevue University; however, I am not quite complete and am still sorting out paperwork in regards to finishing the program. When I was living in Omaha, I had access to Creighton’s library as well as UNO’s library because I was a student at Bellevue University. I would like to use NYU’s University Library, how can I accomplish this or at least attempt?



PHONE WHEN YOU ARE AT WORK.” ~ Net-Scope



The Library’s suggestion box is located on the bulletin board wall near the north entrance.
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Answer: Bellevue University does not have any reciprocal borrowing agreements with libraries outside of the state of Nebraska. When you were here, you were able to use Creighton and UNO as part of the Nebraska Library Association, College & University Section, Reciprocal Borrowing Agreement. Some options available to you while you complete your degree is to visit yo u r lo ca l lib ra ry and interlibrary loan any materials you would need (there might be



a small cost to you for this service), work with your professor to obtain any materials you need, and/or purchase a Bellevue University Library Community User Card for $40.00/year. Should you choose the latter and then enroll in classes, you would be credited on your account for the entire amount if it is within one year of purchase. Good luck with completing your program and please let us know if we can be of further assistance.



Volume 20, Number 1 Winter 2016 Tech Talk If you have used the Bellevue University Library website recently, you may have noticed the new landing page for our library databases. This page was launched on October 25th, with the intention of organizing our entire collection of databases in an easier to browse fashion. Instead of bringing visitors directly to a long list of over 140 databases, we now have new browsing options up front to help you find the right resource for the right job. Browse by title: Select any letter of the alphabet to pull up a list of all databases titles that start with that letter. Alternatively, you can select “View All” to access the full list of library databases within LibGuides. By subject: This section allows you to find databases and research guides for your specific area of study. We are planning to completely rewrite these subject categories in the coming months, to better align them with the Bellevue University programs on offer. Stay tuned for more information.



By format: You can now access a list of databases by their format, including:  Full Text Articles: This contains all databases for searching full-text, scholarly journal articles.  eBooks: This contains all of our major eBook databases.  Streaming Video: This contains links to all our video databases, including Kanopy, Alexander Street Press Videos, and Films on Demand.  Statistics: This contains links to databases with statistics and demographics, such as Statista and Demographics Now.  Image Searching: This contains databases specifically designed to search for images. Select the “Other formats” drop down menu for a full list of other database formats, including ‘Genealogy,’ ‘Readers Advisory,’ ‘Biographies,’ and much more. Recommended databases: This section contains general, curated databases that serve as an excellent starting place for



l i b r a r y r e se a r ch . T h e se databases include EBSCO’s Academic Search Complete and Business Source Complete , LexisNexis Academic Universe, and ProQuest. The bottom of the page contains links to our other search tools if the databases are not what you are looking for. You can access our general “Find” page, as well as Discovery Search, individual journals by title, the library catalog, and the Bellevue University Digital Archives. This is the first of many changes we will be implementing to the library website based off user testing and feedback from students, staff, and faculty. Our overall goal is to continue to improve the user experience, while better integrating our third-party tools such as LibGuides. Let us know what you think! You can leave us comments and suggestions for improving the website on our Library Comments page.



More Than Books Podcast: http://blogs.bellevue.edu/library/ index.php/category/podcast/



“RECOMMENDED DATABASES: THIS SECTION CONTAINS GENERAL, CURATED DATABASES THAT SERVE AS AN EXCELLENT STARTING PLACE FOR LIBRARY RESEARCH.” ~Tech Talk



Facts at Your Fingertips Positive psychology is a newly christened approach within psychology that studies optimal experiences of people being and doing their best. The approach does not avoid or undo problems and equally recognizes the low points in life. FROM: The Professional Counselor’s Desk Reference, p. 527. (REF BF636.6.M37 2016) The Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show is the United States’ second-longest continuously held sporting event, behind only the Kentucky Derby. FROM: American Sports: A History of Icons, Idols, and Ideas, p. 1437. (REF GV583.A637 V.4)



On December 28, 1846, President James Polk signed a proclamation making Iowa the 29th state admitted to the United States. FROM: American Book of Days, p. 989. (REF GT4803.D6 2015) The world owes the sandwich to an 18th century English nobleman, the Earl of Sandwich. A famous gambler, the Earl repeatedly refused to leave the gambling table in order to eat, so he had a servant bring him meat placed between two pieces of bread. FROM: Countries, People and Cultures Western Europe, p. 100. (REF D1053.W47 2015)



In 1900 ornithologist Frank Chapman, an early officer in the Audubon Society, proposed a new holiday tradition: A “Christmas Bird Census” that would count birds during the holidays rather than hunt them. Now tens of thousands of volunteers take part in an adventure that has become a family tradition. Each citizen scientist annually braves snow, wind and rain to take part in the Christmas bird count December 14 - January 5th. FROM: Chase’s Calendar of Events, p. 597. (REF GT4803.C48 2016) REF GV583.A637 V.4
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MORE THAN BOOKS New Arrivals L e a d i n g O r g a n i z a t i o n s : How Valuable is a College Degree? Perspectives for a New Era HD58.7.L4 2016 LB2831.H68 2016 Social Aspects of Care RA1000.S63 2016



What Should We Eat? RA784.W488 2016



Adult Sibling Relationships BF723.S43 G74 2016



Re-visiting Terrorism: A Humanistic Perspective HV6431.R3995 2016



This River Beneath the Sky: A Year on the Platte QH105.N2 P43 2016



HD53.G742 2016



Nurse’s Quick Reference to Common Laboratory & Diagnostic Tests Originals: How Non-conformists RT48.5.N88 2016 Move the World What Is the Impact of Green HD53.G742 2016 Practice? GE195.W49 2016 Voter Fraud JK1994.V68 2016 Superbugs QR177.S87 2016 Foodborne Outbreaks QR201.F62 F674 2016



Does the Internet Anxiety? HM851.D626 2016



Increase



Real-world Learning Framework for Secondary Schools: Digital Tools and Practical Strategies for Successful Implementation LA222.M39 2016 Changing Ghosts: The Policing of Terrorism HV6432.M837 2016 Occupational Safety and Health Law Handbook KF3570.B35 2016 What Was Mine: A Novel PS3618.O845263 W47 2016



“ONLINE LIBRARY INSTRUCTION SESSIONS ARE NOW A PERMANENT FEATURE AT THE LIBRARY AND ALL STUDENTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO PARTICIPATE.” ~ Did You Know?



E.T.C. — Electronic Tips Corner 1) When you have multiple websites open in a single browser, you can move one of the pages to its own browser. Just drag one of the tabs/pages as if you are dragging it to your desktop and the website will be open in its own browser. You can also drag the page back to the browser with multiple pages open.



2) While on Google from your desktop computer, you can add Google apps that you frequently use to your Favorites bar. Click on the App launcher, and then choose More at the bottom of the screen until you see the Google product to add. Drag the product up to the top toolbar.



3) If you are using the database Films On Demand, you can adjust the playback speed of the videos by selecting the time: .25x, .5x, 1x, 1.25x, 1.5x, 2x to slow them down or speed them up. You can also click on Theatre Mode to edit the screen width.



Did You Know? Online real-time Library Instruction sessions are now available to all students?



http://instagram.com/bulibrary
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Online Library Instruction sessions are now a permanent feature at the library and all students are encouraged to participate. Every session begins at 7:00 PM C.S.T., and walks students through the various resources and tools that make up the Online Library. The sessions are interactive and questions are encouraged. Check the Online Library to register for the next session.



New database tutorials are Three new available? being created? With the new library website coming online earlier this year, the decision was made to replace our dated tutorials. New tutorials have been cre a ted fo r EB SC O ho st, Counseling and Psychotherapy Transcripts, ProQuest Psychology Journals, Psychology and Behaviorial Science Collection, and Writers Reference Center. They can be accessed by selecting “more…” and then “Video Tutorial.”



databases



are



The online library now has access to the databases: Sage Business Cases, Sage Business Researcher, and PubMed. Both Sage databases help students by providing sources for business and management research. PubMed focuses on biomedical literature associated with another one of our databases MEDLINE Complete.
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READ “R” REVIEWS VIDEO REVIEW: “Batkid Begins” DVD RJ416.L4 B385 2015 On November 15, 2013, the Make a Wish Foundation and the city of San Francisco went out of their way to make a young cancer victim’s greatest wish come true. Miles Scott’s one wish in the whole world was to be Batman and to fight crime. With the help of the city of San Francisco, the Make a Wish Foundation was able to turn the city by the bay into Gotham City for one day. Along with the help of Batman impersonator Eric Johnston, 200 extras, San Francisco police and fire departments, they were also



able to make one small boy feel that for at least one day he was the biggest superhero in the world. The documentary, Batkid Begins, tells the story of that day and the little boy who got to see his one wish come true. Through a combination of footage recorded on that day, interviews with the participants, reenactments, and comic book graphics, Dana Nachman, the director of the film, is able to portray a light hearted look at the world, offering a small look into the life of one little boy and



the event that brought hundreds of people together to try and make that one little boy’s wish come true. This film is full of enthusiasm, comedy, and life. It will show you that in a world where many bad things happen, we can still come together and show that there is still humanity in the world and that wishes can come true. This film and others like it can be found in the Bellevue University Library General Collection and may be borrowed for one week, with the option to renew once.



DVD RJ416.L4 B385 2015



“TYPICALLY ONLY SEVEN OR EIGHT PAGES LONG, EACH



JOURNAL REVIEW: Tufts University Health & Nutrition Letter Diet and exercise are key components to staying healthy. Unfortunately, health science is often stunningly complex and poorly communicated to the general public. Contradictory news reports, talk shows, diet books, and pseudoscientific advertising make it difficult for the health-conscious layperson to find reliable information about diet and exercise. If you are lucky enough to have access to quality peer-reviewed journals, like the many we have at Bellevue University, you might have a solution. However, scientific articles can be difficult and time-consuming for the average person to interpret. Tufts University Health & Nutrition Letter offers clear, scientifically accurate articles aimed at the general consumer. First published in 1983 under the title, Tufts University Diet & Nutrition Letter, this monthly newsletter draws on the expertise of faculty and



researchers at the Friedman School of Nutrition Science and Policy to articulate reliable and useful health information to the reader. Issues of the publication feature 3-5 articles discussing current scientific research on health topics and offer “Take Charge!” advice for readers on how to apply this knowledge to their lives. Headlines from 2016 issues have included, “Green Tea Extract Fails to Fight Fat or Boost Bones,” “Report: GMO Foods as Safe as Conventional Choices,” and, “New Evidence for Body and Brain Benefits of Walking.” Other regular features include “Newsbites,” special reports, editorials, and healthy recipes (with nutrition facts included, of course). Finally, each issue concludes with “Ask Tufts Experts,” where doctors, scientists, and professors a n sw e r re a d e r - su b m i tte d questions on nutrition and health topics.



Typically only seven or eight pages long, each issue of the Tufts University Health & Nutrition Newsletter is an easily digestible serving of practical health information. This is an excellent alternative to faddish health features in lifestyle magazines or dubious television doctors. The library has electronic access to every issue of this publication from 1995present in several databases, including the recently acquired CINAHL Complete. If you are looking for scientifically sound information on ways to make positive diet and lifestyle choices, be sure to sample this newsletter. To find this publication, use the multi-search tool at the top of the library home page to search the A-Z Journal List by title for, “Tufts University Health & Nutrition Newsletter.”



ISSUE OF THE TUFTS UNIVERSITY HEALTH & NUTRITION NEWSLETTER IS AN EASILY DIGESTIBLE SERVING OF PRACTICAL HEALTH INFORMATION.” ~Journal Review



Tufts University Health & Nutrition Letter
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MORE THAN BOOKS



READ “R” REVIEWS



(Continued)... BOOK REVIEW: “Winter” PS3613.E974 W56 2015



PS3613.E974 W56 2015



“DASHLANE IS AN APP THAT ALLOWS YOU TO ORGANIZE ALL OF YOUR PASSWORDS IN ONE PROTECTED PLACE. DASHLANE USES ENCRYPTED CODES AND REGULARLY MONITORS THEM TO OFFER YOU PEACE OF MIND.” ~ All About Apps



Slice



7 Minute Workout
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The fourth and final book in the Lunar Chronicles series by M a rissa M e y e r, Winte r , manages to not only introduce the reader to another unique heroine, but to also continue the journeys of the previous three as their stories all intersect for the finale. Based loosely on fairy tale characters, each book of the Lunar Chronicles centers around a different girl: Cinder from Cinderella, Scarlet from Little Red Riding Hood, Cress from Rapunzel, and Winter from Snow White. But while each has a background that loosely resembles their fairy tale inspiration, the main story itself is set far into the future dealing with the problems presented by advances in technology, space



colonization, and warfare. The series starts off with the character of Cinder, a girl whose chance encounter sets her on an incredible journey to save the people of both the Earth and the Moon – if she can manage to stay one step ahead of an evil queen after her head, that is. The events of her story set off the journeys of the other girls, with Scarlet, Cress, and Winter eventually all getting caught up in and aiding Cinder’s fight against the despotic Lunar Queen Levana. By the end of the third book, most of the main characters have all been brought together and fleshed out, and are now ready to deal with the biggest problem of the whole series: How exactly are a handful of teenagers on the run



supposed to take down the regime of the crazy queen of the moon? Although quite a tall order, Winter manages to answer this question plausibly with a tale of romance, revolution, action, and sacrifice. With princesses fighting against an evil queen for their shot at a happily ever after and battles on the Moon against monsters and Lunars with mind control powers, Winter is recommended for anyone interested in fairy tales, science fiction adventures, and epic teen journeys. This book, as well as the rest of the books in the series, can be found in the General Collection at the Bellevue University Library and checked out for three weeks.



refund on items with low price guarantees.



who needs to look up the details of an obscure film, or a casual movie-goer looking up screen times and trailers for the latest blockbuster, you will be able to get some serious mileage out of this app. IMDb is available worldwide in English (US/UK), Spanish, German, French, Portuguese, Italian, Japanese, Korean, and Chinese. It can also be found on iTunes.



All About Apps Dashlane – (Android, Apple, iOS, Windows) How many times have you forgotten a password? How would you like to remember just one master password? Dashlane is an app that allows you to organize all of your passwords in one protected place. Dashlane uses encrypted codes and regularly monitors them to offer you peace of mind. Auto-save passwords and Dashlane will type them for you. Slice - (iOS and Android) Slice is a neat package tracking and e-receipt management app that links to your Gmail or Yahoo account to automatically pull out and organize your receipts, shipment information, tracking numbers and ETAs. Track your shipments on the map, search for more information about products and organize all your e-receipts in one handy piece of software. Once your package is delivered, they monitor for recall alerts and price changes. They will even help you get a



BrightNest - (iOS and Android) Keep your home in great shape without breaking a sweat. BrightNest helps you handle home maintenance tasks with easy tips and helpful reminders. From simple cleaning tricks to interior design, you will find what you need to shape up your home and simplify your life with this app. You can also get custom-tailored home tips based on your needs and an interactive quiz will give you even more ideas. There are also thousands of articles full of interior design ideas, DIY projects, and maintenance articles. IMDb (Internet Movie Database) - (Android and iOS) The official IMDb Movies and TV app supplies users with a comprehensive database of information on movies, TV series, actors and actresses, directors, production credits and more. Whether you are a movie geek



7 Minute Workout - (Android) and iOS) Google Play offers several, if not hundreds, of variations of this title of an app. This one is by Simple Design Ltd. It is No. 1 in over 19 countries and among the top 5 health apps in over 57. The exercises are scientifically proven to assist in weight loss and improve cardiovascular function. The 7 minute workout is based on HICT (high intensity circuit training), which is proven to be the safest, most effective, and most efficient way to improve your muscular and aerobic fitness, and make you healthier.



Volume 20, Number 1 Winter 2016 Database Data Finding business case studies can be exasperating, but SAGE Business Cases, a new library database, can dramatically decrease your search time. With over 1,000 continuously updated business case studies, projected to increase to 2,500 by 2018, you are sure to find what you need. SAGE Business Cases has collaborated with many highly regarded Content Partners to provide up-to-date and relevant case studies. They include Yale School of Management, Georgetown Institute for the Study of Diplomacy, and the Society for Human Resource Management. The studies are designed to suit a range of academic uses from short vignettes to narrative long form, written using both field research and publicly available information. In addition, these



cases are integrated with SAGE’s book, video, and reference content, allowing for a rich scholarly environment and enhanced discovery. You can start with the search box or browse by subject, content partner, or academic level. If you are not sure what you are looking for, you can simply browse all case studies. There are many filters on the right side of that list to more accurately find the content you need. You can even search by word count in case you are short on time! Many classes at Bellevue University ask students to find relevant case studies for class work and research papers; chances are SAGE Business Cases has something appropriate for your topic of study! Any case study you click on will provide a great starting



point to find related content. For example, the case “Is This Any Way to Run a Prison” by Craig E. Johnson, offers a list of eight related case studies right at the top of the page! You can continue to search keywords within any given case study, find discussion questions, and share what you discover on multiple social networks. It is easy to expand on ideas and stay on topic with these interactive features and tools. Information about references is provided, as well as DOI codes, and citations. The uses for SAGE Business Cases are as varied as the students and professors who use them, but finding needed case studies has never been so simple! Look for SAGE Business Cases on the “Database” link under “Find” on the library homepage.



http://pinterest.com/bellunivlibrary/



“BESIDES LIBRARY RESOURCES, THIS LIBGUIDE ALSO GATHERS TOGETHER THE BEST OF THE ONLINE GENEALOGY WEBSITES, INCREASINGLY A VAST SOURCE OF HISTORICAL RECORDS AND OTHER



Link Up With LibGuides Who do you think you are? People have always been interested in tracing their roots and building family trees, but with the Internet at our fingertips and the digitalization of so many types of records, this has become more popular and easier to accomplish. Now from the comfort of your own home, you can be an armchair genealogist. Even so, it is a fa scina ting bu t com p lex undertaking, where pieces of the puzzle may stubbornly elude you or take you down the wrong path, or turn up completely unexpected results! But with so many options, where do you start and how exactly do you go about gathering information? One good place is right here at the library where we have many resources to help you trace your



ancestry. Even better, we have gathered all these resources together into one convenient place, our Genealogy LibGuide. This guide is organized by tabs according to various types of resources. The Home page features our library genealogy databases, Ancestry Library Edition and MyHeritage Library Edition. Start with one of these to find all manner of records that may be difficult or impossible to find online, or require expensive subscriptions. Before you dive in though, take a look at some of the genealogy books and eBooks listed in the first two tabs. They will provide many tips and strategies for tracing and organizing your family history, including how to use the online genealogy databases. If you are a more visual person, take a look at one



TYPES OF FAMILY of the genealogy videos listed on the video tabs. Besides library resources, this LibGuide also gathers together the best of the online genealogy websites, increasingly a vast source of historical records and other types of family information. Listed separately, under its own tab, are Nebraska Genealogy websites. If you find all of this a bit daunting, attend one of the library genealogy workshops, which are offered regularly. You can locate the Genealogy LibGuide and many others under “Find” on the library homepage. For assistance with LibGuides, or any other research help, contact the Library Reference Desk: email [email protected], call 402557-7313, or use our 24/7 Librarian chat service.



INFORMATION.” ~Link Up With LibGuides



Facts From the Stacks B L O G Facts From the Stacks Blog
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BELLEVUE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY



MORE THAN BOOKS A SPECIAL THOUGHT “If you want to be successful, it’s just this simple. Know what you are doing. Love what you are doing. And, believe in what you are doing.” ~ Will Rogers



Vol. 20 No. 1 Winter 2016 Editor Robin Bernstein Contributors Robin Bernstein Barbara Haney Diane Osborne Allie O’Connor Chrystal Dawson Christine Armstrong Lorraine Patrick Margie McCandless Jessica Omer Allison Schafer Colin Kehm Joel Hartung Jacob Lee Matthew Colbert Pam Fanelli Mary Barrett Design/Typeset Chrystal Dawson



Bulletin Board BANNED BOOKS WEEK WINNERS: The Bellevue University Library would like to congratulate Johnna Hargens-Brown for winning the “Guess How Many Shredded Banned Book Pages” contest. Johnna won a $15.00 Fandango Movie gift card. Blanche Collins won the “Check Out a Banned Book” contest. Blanche won a banned book of her choice. Thank you for your participation! AMNESTY: Do you have fines on your library account that need to be cleared? The library started their amnesty program, Food for Fines, and it will run through December 16, 2016. For each item that has a fine accrued, bring in one non-perishable food item and your library fines will be waived. Please take advantage of this wonderful opportunity not only to help yourself, but to also contribute to the community. Please check out this website to find the most needed food items: http://foodbankheartland.org/donate-food/. According to Nutrition Specialists, food is not safe if it has been opened, is past the expiration date, or if cans are dented. Therefore, we cannot accept any food with these conditions. All food items will be donated to the Bellevue Food Pantry. BOOK SALE: Visit the library now through Friday, December 16, 2016, for our annual book sale. Books are $.50 each or 3/$1.00 and magazines are $.10 each. Please be sure to stop by! LIBRARY HOLIDAY HOURS: December 23 - 26, 2016 – CLOSED December 27- 29, 2016 – REGULAR HOURS December 30 - January 2, 2017 - CLOSED January 3, 2017 - Resume Regular Hours LUNCH AND LEARN: Dr. Joyce Wilson will conduct a Lunch & Learn on “A History of Bellevue University,” Tuesday, January 31, 2017, from 12:30-1:30 p.m. Stay tuned as it gets closer to the event for more details. GAME NIGHT: Save the date and join us on Friday, January 13, 2017, from 6-9 p.m., for a fun filled evening playing board games. Snacks and beverages will be provided. Stay tuned as it gets closer to the event for more details. BOOK CLUB: The Library’s Book Club will read “Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children,” by Ransom Riggs on January 5, 2017, at 3:30 p.m. The library has the book available in print, audio, and on a kindle. Please join us to discuss this book. Refreshments will be provided. LIBRARY DISPLAY CASES: Be sure to view the monthly displays in the refreshment area. In case you missed the displays, please enjoy the pictures below:



FUTURE FEATURE “Student Book Club”



Chrystal Dawson September 2016 (Tolkien Week and Banned Books Week)



October 2016 (Mostly Ghostly)



November 2016 (Science of Psychology)
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